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Abstract—Previous research has shown evidence of tactile
speech acquisition of up to 500 English words presented as
tactile phonemic patterns using a 4-by-6 tactor array worn on the
forearm. This article describes modifications to some of the
tactile codes encoding the 39 English phonemes, and ten
additional codes as abbreviated patterns for the ten most
frequent phoneme pairs in spoken English. The re-design aimed
to reduce the duration of phonemes and phoneme pairs that
occur most frequently, with the goal to increase tactile speech
transmission rates. Code identification experiments were
conducted with ten participants over three weeks using a video
game. The average identification rate of the 49 modified codes (39
phonemes plus 10 phoneme pairs) was 83.3% with an average
learning time of 6.2 hours. The average identification rate of the
49 codes in a retention test with 7 of the 10 participants after
more than 90 days of no exposure to the tactile codes was 75.7%.
An analysis using ideal transmission rates showed a 58% increase
in transmission rate with the modified tactile codes as compared
to the original codes, demonstrating that the improved codes can
speed up tactile speech communication.

Index Terms—Frequency-based tactile coding, phonemic-
based tactile display, speech transmission rate, tactile codes for
phonemes, tactile speech communication.

I. INTRODUCTION

THE sense of touch can be an alternative channel of com-

munication when the auditory and/or visual modalities

are absent or impaired. For example, deaf-and-blind users of

the Tadoma method are able to perceive and recognize facial

movements and other articulatory features from a talker’s face

during speech production by placing their hand on the face of

the talker. Previous research on the Tadoma method used for

speechreading demonstrates reception of connected speech at

rates between 60 and 80 words per minute (wpm), and identifi-

cation accuracy of segmental consonants and vowels, isolated

monosyllabic words, and key words in conversational senten-

ces at 55%, 40% and 80%, respectively [1], [2], indicating

improved speech comprehension with contextual cues.

The existence of Tadoma and other natural tactile speech

communication methods has motivated the development of

various devices that employ specific codifications of speech or

text information into tactile stimuli. These translations are

based on different approaches; for example, mappings from

spectral properties of acoustic speech signals to location of

stimulation [3], [4], extraction of articulatory-based speech

features from signals that are later encoded into tactile stimuli

applied to the skin [5], and letter-based encoding schemes for

text [6], [7]. The general consensus is that tactile aids can be

useful as a supplement to lipreading or for the reception of

environmental sounds by people with severe-to-profound

hearing impairments, but cannot be used alone for speech

communication [8]–[10].

Our most recent efforts in this area of research have

employed an approach in which phonemic transcriptions of text

or speech are encoded into a sequence of tactile stimuli com-

posed of 39 tactile codes corresponding to the 39 English pho-

nemes [11]. The tactile codes are presented through a 24-tactor

array worn on the forearm, referred to as TAPS (TActile Phone-

mic Sleeve). This strategy proved to be highly effective in that

the 39 codes were distinct (86% recognition accuracy), could be

learned within a reasonable amount of time (1 to 4 hours), and

eliminated the issue of token variations (the same sound pro-

nounced differently within or across talkers) that increases the

demands placed on learning and recognition.

Jiao et al. [12] conducted a study comparing two different

training strategies for learning to recognize words using TAPS.

In one strategy, participants were trained to identify the 39 pho-

neme codes before learning words, and in the second strategy,

participants went directly to the word-learning task without

explicit training on the individual phonemes. The results

showed that the best participants were able to learn one English

word per minute on average with a 100-word vocabulary using

either strategy. A comparison of the learning curves across par-

ticipants for both methods, however, indicated that learning

individual phonemes prior to words was a more consistent path

for improvement with practice. Furthermore, the third study

from Tan et al. [13] using TAPS demonstrated that participants
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can learn to recognize up to 500 English words at a maximum

rate of 1 wpm with a training curriculum of up to 8 hours. The

relatively large 500-word list was considered essentially an

open set as the participants responded by typing words received

without access to the full list of 500 words, and thus were

unlikely to have memorized the complete vocabulary. These

results demonstrated that phonemic-based encoding is theoreti-

cally capable of the transmission of any English word and can

be learned in a reasonable amount of time.

The main goal of the present study was to increase stimulus

presentation rates of the TAPS speech communication system.

The stimulus presentation rate in the Reed et al. [11], Jiao et al.

[12] and Tan et al. [13] studies was roughly 40 wpm, which is

lower than the rates of 60 to 80 wpm demonstrated by Tadoma

users. Faster rates may be achieved by a reduction in the dura-

tion of the phonemic codes and/or the inter-phoneme intervals.

The present study tackled the first issue by assigning shorter tac-

tile codes for commonly-used phonemes, and creating addi-

tional abbreviated codes for frequently co-occurring phoneme

pairs. The modifications resulted in a revised set of tactile codes

that can lead to increased communication rates by reducing the

time it takes to deliver codes. Ten participants completed a

three-week learning curriculum for the revised tactile codes.

Their identification scores were collected and compared to

those reported in our earlier work [11]. Seven of the ten partici-

pants also completed a retention test after periods of no expo-

sure to the tactile codes for more than 90 days.

During the present study, a game-based training paradigm

was developed for a more engaging learning experience. Past

studies of game designs have proven the efficacy of games in

learning a second language [14], [15]. Role playing games

and immersive scenarios that support language learning in

context have demonstrated, for example, that people with little

knowledge of the Chinese language can learn to recognize

Chinese words in visual and auditory tests after playing an

immersive video game [14]. In this regard, training on pho-

nemes and words may be achieved in a more engaging manner

by using a role playing video game that follows the same game

design ideas proven to be effective in second language acqui-

sition. The immediate goal of the present study was to provide

evidence that the new tactile codes are distinguishable, memo-

rable and can be learned in a relatively short period of time. In

support of the study objective, a video game based on game

design principles for language learning was created to support

the learning and testing of the new tactile codes. The evalua-

tion of the efficacy of the game-based approach to training

and learning (although worthy of eventual consideration) is

beyond the scope of the present study.

II. METHODS

A. Participants

Five female and five male participants were recruited

through an approved IRB protocol at Purdue University. The

participants (P01 to P10) gave informed consent and were paid

for their time. Their ages ranged from 18 to 26 years and

included six native English speakers, two native Spanish

speakers and two native Chinese speakers. The four non-native

English speakers are fluent in English, having acquired it as a

second language at the ages of 6, 7 or 9 years. The participants

were naive in the sense that they had not used the TAPS system

before. The participants had normal hearing and sight, and

none reported any problems with their sense of touch.

B. Experimental Apparatus

The experimental apparatus was the TAPS speech communi-

cation system from [11]–[13]. It consists of a 4-by-6 tactor array

worn on the left forearm (see Figure 1 to Figure 3). The individ-

ual tactors (Tectonic Elements, Model TEAX13C02-8/RH,

26.3 mm in diameter and 9.0 mm thick) form 2 rows of 6

tactors in the longitudinal direction on the dorsal side of

the forearm, and 2 rows of 6 tactors on the volar side (see

Figure 2). The device is worn as a gauntlet composed of 2 sepa-

rate pieces attached with Velcro straps: one for the dorsal side

(top of Figure 3) and the other for the volar side (bottom

of Figure 3).

The array of 24 tactors is connected to the outputs of 24

class D audio amplifiers. The input of the amplifiers is con-

nected to the 24 outputs of a MOTU 24Ao audio interface that

Fig. 1. Experimental setup with the phonemic-based speech communication
system TAPS (TActile Phonemic Sleeve).

Fig. 2. Illustration of tactor layout on the forearm. The tactors are arranged
in six groups of four tactors, with a distance of 3 cm between the center of tac-
tors within a group, and 6 cm between the center of ipsilateral nearby tactors
from different groups.
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is connected through a USB port to a Windows computer.

More details are available in [11]–[13].

Our software consists of a Unity 3D application with a

custom-built C++ library and a C# interface that communi-

cates with the MOTU device using the PortAudio I/O audio

library (http://www.portaudio.com/). The Unity application

allowed the participants to train and test with different groups

of tactile codes within the context of a video game. The partic-

ipants navigated through the learning game with a keyboard

and mouse as shown in Figure 1. They wore noise-reduction

earmuffs that blocked auditory cues arising from TAPS

throughout the experiment.

C. Design of Tactile Stimuli

Our earlier work took into account the following considera-

tions in devising the tactile codes: (i) psychophysical proper-

ties of the tactile sensory system; (ii) principles for

maximizing information transfer that include the use of multi-

ple stimulus dimensions with only a few levels per dimension,

and the use of movement patterns; (iii) articulatory properties

of the speech stimuli to map phonemes to tactile codes, and

(iv) heuristics to facilitate memorizing the mapping of pho-

nemes to tactile codes. A detailed description of the 39 tactile

codes developed to code the English phonemes (24 consonants

and 15 vowels) is provided in [11] (see supplemental mate-

rials for [11]). The dimensions used to create the codes

included frequency (60 and 300 Hz), duration (100 ms for

short-duration and 400 ms for long-duration consonants;

240 ms for short-duration and 480 ms for long-duration vow-

els), place of stimulation (wrist, mid-forearm, and elbow; dor-

sal and volar), waveform (e.g., modulated or unmodulated),

and the use of different types of movement patterns for vowels

(e.g., saltatory versus smooth apparent motion; see [16] for a

description of tactile movement illusions). Articulatory prop-

erties of speech sounds (such as voicing, manner, and place of

articulation) were also used to guide the mapping of phonemes

to tactile codes (e.g., modulated versus unmodulated sinew-

aves were used to code voiced versus unvoiced phonemes,

and sounds made at the front or back of the mouth were coded

at the wrist or elbow, respectively). These tactile codes were

recognized with a high degree of accuracy in isolation [11]

and when used to form words [12], [13]. The communication

rates at which words were transmitted with codes were esti-

mated to be roughly 40 wpm.

The starting point of the present study was the set of 39 tac-

tile codes developed in Reed et al. [11]. A subset of the codes

was then modified, and another new set of codes was created.

We aimed to achieve faster speech transmission and word rec-

ognition rates by incorporating the statistics of spoken

English. Due to the distinctiveness of the tactile codes devel-

oped in [11], the modified codes adhered to most of the afore-

mentioned characteristics, but relaxed the constraint on

mapping related to articulatory properties.

Our design process can be summarized as follows. Firstly,

the most frequent phonemes were coded as short (100 ms)

single-frequency vibrations (either 60 or 300 Hz). This would

reduce average durations of words and increase word pres-

entation rates. We shortened 13 most frequently-used pho-

nemes from the union of two lists, each containing 10 most

frequently-used English phonemes according to two statistical

studies of spoken English by Denes [17] and Mines et al.

[18]. See the first two columns in Table I for the capital-letter

symbols used for the phonemes and sample words containing

the sounds. The tactile codes for the 13 phonemes were spa-

tially distributed at distinct locations on the forearm, with con-

straints explained below. The remaining consonants were (re)

distributed along the arm so that no more than 3 consonants

were coded at the same location.

Secondly, the most frequent pairs of phonemes were coded

in adjacent spatial locations to facilitate the creation of

“chunks” – tactile codes that represent the most frequently co-

occurring phoneme pairs. We selected the 10 phoneme pairs

with the highest number of co-occurrences in Denes’ study

[17]. They appear in the third column of Table I with the cor-

responding word examples in the fourth column. As an exam-

ple of how the spatial locations of phoneme pairs were

adjusted, consider the pair S-T. The consonant S was origi-

nally coded with tactors at both the volar and dorsal elbow

(T1, T7, T13 and T19 in Figure 2) in Reed et al. [11]. In the

present study, S was moved to the volar elbow (T13, T14, T19

and T20) so that it was close to the consonant T, which was

coded on the volar middle (T15, T16, T21, T22) in Reed et al.

Fig. 3. The 4-by-6 tactor array on two gauntlet pieces.

TABLE I
MOST FREQUENTLY-USED PHONEMES AND MOST FREQUENTLY

CO-OCCURRING PHONEME PAIRS
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[11]. By modifying the location of S, we were later able to cre-

ate a two-phoneme “chunk” code for S-T that occupied a rela-

tively small region on the forearm, as explained below.

Thirdly, additional codes to represent the 10 two-phoneme

“chunks” were created by concatenating shortened versions of

the newly designed tactile codes for the two phonemes in a chunk

code and presenting them sequentially. For example, for the S-T

chunk, the duration of S was reduced from 100 to 50 msec and

that of T from 100 to 50 msec. When presenting the chunk code

S-T, the shortened version of S was presented first, followed

by the shortened version of T immediately after. The shortened

tactile codes preserved the feel of the tactile codes for the S and

T phonemes when presented alone, and did not require the user

to relearn the tactile codes. The combined duration of the S-T

phoneme pair was shorter (100 msec) than the sum of their indi-

vidual durations (200 msec), thereby leading to further increases

in the presentation rates of English words and sentences. By hav-

ing the shortened S and T occur at nearby locations on the skin,

we were able to take advantage of the user’s spatial attention

being already focused on S, and the chance of the shortened T

being missed was greatly reduced.

Finally, when a vowel was involved in the most frequent

phoneme pairs, the movement sensations were re-designed so

that the start (or end) of the vowel connected with the end (or

start) of the other phoneme in a pair. For example, one of the

most frequent phoneme pairs is DH-UH (as in “the”). In Reed

et al. [11], DH was located at the dorsal middle (T3, T4, T9,

T10) and UH was a “grabbing” sensation moving from near

the wrist towards the middle of the forearm. In the present

study, UH was modified to be a “twinkle”-like moving sensa-

tion on the dorsal side that started at T3 and T9 (to connect

with DH) and finished off at T1, T2, T7 and T8 near the elbow.

Another example is the IH-NG pair (as in “king”). In Reed

et al. [11], IH was a short smooth motion from the elbow to

the middle (T1-T7 ! T2-T8 ! T3-T9 ! T4-T10, where “-”

indicates simultaneous activation of the two tactors), and NG

was delivered on the dorsal elbow with T1-T2-T7-T8. In the

present study, IH remained a smooth motion but moved from

the wrist to the middle (T6-T12 ! T5-T11 ! T4-T10 ! T3-

T9) to meet NG near the elbow without changing its move-

ment direction. In general, care was taken so that the revised

tactile codes resembled those developed earlier in Reed et al.

[11] as much as possible, including the perceived intensity

levels in dB SL (sensation level) and the frequency contents.

The resulting set of 24 consonant codes are described in

Table II. Pictographic representations of the movement pat-

terns associated with the newly-designed 15 vowels are

described in Figure 4, in two plots for ease of viewing. A sche-

matic diagram of the 10 chunk codes is shown in Figure 5.

Readers interested in duplicating the new tactile codes can

find a complete description online at https://juansmartinez.

github.io/ImprovedTactileCodes/

D. Experimental Procedure

Tactile code identification experiments were performed with

the ten participants to test the learnability and distinctiveness

TABLE II
THE 24 CONSONANT CODES USED IN THE PRESENT STUDY
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of the new set of 49 codes (39 individual phonemes plus the 10

most common phoneme pairs). The experiments consisted of

daily sessions that ranged from 30 minutes to 1 hour over a

period of 11 to 17 days, depending on the pace of the individual

participants. Throughout the sessions, participants learned and

were tested on increasing sets of tactile codes. After a period of

at least 3 months of no exposure to the codes, seven of the ten

participants completed a retention test with all 49 codes. This

final tests assessed the memorability of the newly designed

codes. This section describes the detection threshold measure-

ments that were conducted with each participant prior to the

main experiment, the learning protocols, the testing proce-

dures, and the retention tests. Each participant spent between 8

to 16.5 hours of total time in the main experiment and 1 hour in

the retention test.

1) Threshold Measurements and Intensity Adjustments: At

the beginning of the first session, detection thresholds were mea-

sured for each participant using a three-interval, two-alternative,

forced-choice, one-up two-down adaptive procedure with trial-

by-trial correct-answer feedback. Thresholds were measured at

tactor T10 at the middle of the dorsal forearm (see Figure 2) at

300 Hz and 60 Hz. This was followed by adjustments of per-

ceived intensities at the other tactors using the method of adjust-

ment. For the adjustment procedure, tactor T10 was used as a

reference. For each of the remaining 23 test tactors, the partici-

pant felt the sequence “reference-test-reference” and manually

adjusted the intensity of the test tactor until it was perceived

to be as strong as the reference. We used the same parameters

for threshold estimation and intensity equalization as those

described in Sec. IV.D-2 of Reed et al. [11]. The results were

Fig. 4. The 15 vowel codes used in this article.
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used to ensure that the tactile signals were delivered at the

same perceived intensity levels across participants (by set-

ting signals levels relative to an individual’s detection

thresholds measured at T10) and across tactors (by equaliz-

ing intensity levels relative to that at T10) in subsequent

learning and testing procedures.

2) Learning Protocols: Learning took place in a custom-

designed role playing game called “Haptos.” The participant

was represented by a virtual avatar and tasked to learn the pho-

neme codes in the “Training School” of a fantasy village. The

learning materials consisted of the 49 tactile codes that were

grouped by Training Zones (see Table III). Learning pro-

gressed according to Learning Levels defined in Table IV. All

participants learned increasing numbers of consonants first

(L1 to L4), followed by vowels (L5 to L7) and the new

“chunk” signals (L8). Level L9 included all 49 codes and was

tested at the end of the curriculum.

During the daily sessions, the participants interacted with

phonemes by entering a training zone and clicking on the tac-

tile codes in any order they wished (see Figure 6a). Each pho-

neme was represented by a sphere and was accompanied by

an object that represented how the phoneme was used in a

word. For example, in Figure 6b, the phoneme “SH” was

shown next to a shell. The phoneme could be played and felt

on the left forearm by clicking on “PLAY PHONEME”. It

could be returned to its original position by clicking on

“RETURN THE PHONEME”. The participant could navigate

to another training zone by typing a zone number in the top-

right text field and clicking on “GO”. This free exploration

period was self-paced and no time limit was imposed. Partici-

pants were allowed to explore any zone regardless of their cur-

rent Learning Level, but they were informed about the

relevant zones for learning each day and generally confined

their exploration to these zones. Within any zone, the parti-

cipants could click on “TEST” to perform a mock test. A

randomly-selected phoneme within the zone was played, and

the participant clicked on the sphere corresponding to the rec-

ognized phoneme. Trial-by-trial correct-answer feedback was

provided to reinforce learning during the mock tests.

3) Testing Procedures: When the participants were ready

for a test, they were instructed to go to the “Lab” for testing,

this time without any feedback (Figure 7a). The lab was a

room where tactile code identification experiments were con-

ducted. The participants were required to pass a test at the cur-

rent level before progressing to a higher Learning Level (see

Table IV). On their first day in the Lab, the participants were

Fig. 5. Schematic of the 10 chunk codes used in the present study. Each chunk is composed of a first sinusoidal pulse (single black line) followed by a second
sinusoidal pulse (double black line) at different locations of the forearm. Pulses can be of three types: 60 Hz, 300 Hz with a cos2 envelope, and 300 Hz with an
amplitude modulation at 30 Hz.

TABLE III
TACTILE CODES BY TRAINING ZONES

TABLE IV
LEARNING LEVELS
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encouraged to run a tutorial to become familiar with the test

procedures. To initiate a test, the participant specified the level

to be tested and a code belonging to the level was randomly

selected and presented on each trial. The participant responded

to the stimulus by selecting the sphere with the recognized

code from those shown on the screen (see Figure 7b). The

main difference between the mock test in the Training School

and the test in the Lab was that the latter provided no feed-

back. A passing score of � 80% was required before the par-

ticipant was allowed to move to a higher level. The test was

repeated the following day if the participant failed to reach the

passing score. This passing criterion was applied to levels L1

to L8 but not L9.

The total number of trials for each test was group-dependent.

It was set by the software so that the probability of each code

appearing at least once during the test was at least 70%. The

number of trials ranged from 20 to 30 from L1 to L4, and

remained 20 for L5 to L8. For L9, the participants completed

one block of 60 trials on each of 3 consecutive days for a total

of 180 trials per participant.

4) Retention Tests: After the completion of the main

experiment, the participants were invited back to perform a

retention test after a relatively long period (roughly 3 to 10

months) without exposure to the tactile codes or the TAPS

device. The test consisted of one block of 60 trials of the iden-

tification test at L9. The participants were allowed to review

all the training zones for as long as they needed before com-

pleting the 49-code identification test.

E. Data Analysis

Daily training times per training zone were recorded for

each participant during the time spent in the Training School.

For the code identification tests conducted in the Lab and the

retention tests, response time (measured from the offset of the

stimulus to the onset of the response) was logged for every

trial.

For the 3 blocks of 60 trials at L9, the 180 trials from all

participants were pooled into one stimulus-response confusion

matrix with a total of 1800 trials (180 trials � 10 participants).

This matrix was processed to obtain an overall percent correct

(PC) score and a conservative lower-bound for information

transfer (ITpc). Due to the relatively small number of trials

collected (1800) compared to the size of the confusion matrix

(49�49) and the high level of recognition rates, we used a

lower-bound estimate of ITpc ¼ ð1� 2eÞ � log 2k, where k=49
was the number of stimuli, and e ¼ 1� PC was the error rate

(see [19] for an explanation of the lower bound calculation).

Fig. 7. The Lab.

Fig. 6. The Training School.
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The retention test results were analyzed by calculating the

average retention PC score, time spent in the Training School

to review tactile codes in all the training zones, and the

observed decrease in PC compared to the average PC score at

the end of the main experiment at level L9. Statistical analysis

involving t-tests on PC scores were performed on arcsin-

transformed percent-correct scores.

III. RESULTS

A. Main Experiment

Figure 8 shows the average learning time the participants

spent in each training zone. From the plot, it can be observed

that the participants spent more time in Z1, Z2 and Z8 than in

other zones. The participants spent more time in Z1 and Z2

for both the initial learning of the phonemes in these two zones

and for later review of these phonemes when they reached L3,

L4, and L9 (see Table IV for the zones included at each learn-

ing level). It appears that vowels were easier to learn as indi-

cated by the relatively less time spent in zones Z5 to Z7.

Finally, the participants spent more time in Z8 presumably

due to several reasons. First, more time was needed to learn

the new tactile “chunks” representing phoneme pairs. Second,

the participants were aware that level L8 tested only the codes

in zone Z8 so they spent the majority of the learning time

reviewing the codes in Z8. Third, when the participants were

tested at L9, they were observed to spend more time reviewing

Z8 than any other zones. All this contributed to a relatively

longer learning time spent in this zone.

Figure 9 shows the average response time across partici-

pants as a function of number of codes in a test set for different

groups of codes tested (Consonants: L1 to L4; Vowels: L5 to

L7; Chunks: L8; all 49 codes at the end of the main experi-

ment: L9; see Table IV). The response times for 49 codes

were averaged across 10 participants (1800 trials in total).

Overall, there appeared to be a trend for the average response

time to increase almost linearly with the log of the number of

codes in the stimulus set, except for Chunks. A linear regres-

sion of the data points in Figure 9 showed a significant linear

effect of the slope 1.2 s=log2 n (tð89Þ ¼ 33:7; p < 0:001)
where n is the number of codes. Each doubling of the number

of codes led to a 1.2 s increase in the average response time.

In terms of identification performance, the participants gen-

erally passed the code identification tests with no more than

two repeated tests throughout the whole curriculum, with the

exception of participant P05, who repeated six tests by the end

of the main experiment. The average PC scores at each Learn-

ing Level are shown in Figure 10. The figure shows scores

from tests that passed the criterion of � 80%. The results for

L9 were pooled from the last 3 60-trial blocks of all partici-

pants. It can be observed that the participants performed well

Fig. 9. Average response time for training levels L1 to L9. Error bars denote
�1 standard errors.

Fig. 8. Average learning time per training zone. Error bars denote þ1 stan-
dard errors.

Fig. 10. Average PC scores at each learning level. Error bars denote þ1
standard errors.
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at each level, with average scores ranging from 83.3% (in L9)

to 96.5% (in L6).

Table V shows the recognition results for all 49 tactile

codes at L9 in terms of the average PC score, average

response time (RT ) and the total time it took to achieve these

results. The results for the ten participants in the main experi-

ment are reported in Table V. It can be seen from the first row

that the ten participants achieved a recognition accuracy of

83.3% with 49 tactile codes. The recognition accuracy for

native and non-native English speakers was 79.9% (�5:5 std.

err., n ¼ 6) and 88.3% (�2:6 std.err., n ¼ 4), respectively. A
two-sample t-test showed no significant difference between

the two groups (tð8Þ ¼ �1:00; p ¼ 0:346). The average resp-

onse time was 6.5 s and the total learning time was 369.1 min,

or roughly 6.2 hours. The ITPC for the ten participants was

3.8 bits (derived from b2ITPC c), indicating that the participants

could identify 13 codes without any error.

B. Retention Test

Seven of the ten participants from the main experiment

were able to return to the laboratory to perform the retention

test. The periods of inactivity, defined as the number of days

from the last session of the main experiment to the retention

test, ranged between 90 and 300 days across the seven return-

ing participants. The retention test session lasted one hour for

every participant which included both review and test times.

The performance decrease in PC scores for each participant

as a function of the respective inactivity period, shown in

Figure 11, ranged from 6.7% to 23.3% with no clear correla-

tion with the inactivity period. A linear regression showed a

decrease of �0.03% per day with a poor fit, (R2 ¼ 0:113) and
the trend was not significant (tð5Þ ¼ �0:80; p ¼ 0:462).

The second and third rows in Table V provide the perfor-

mance comparisons of the seven participants at the end of the

main experiment and retention tests. It can be seen that the per-

formance of the seven participants in the main experiment (sec-

ond row in Table V) was similar to that of the ten participants in

the main experiment (first row). From the main experiment to

the retention tests (N=7), the average PC scores dropped signif-

icantly from 83.7% to 75.7% by a paired t-test (tð6Þ ¼
2:78; p ¼ 0:032). Nevertheless, the 8% drop was less than 10%

of the original PC score of 83.7%, and the 75.7% retention per-

formance remained significantly above the 2% (1 out of 49

alternatives) chance level (tð6Þ ¼ 34:56; p < 0:001). The

slight increase of RT from 6.4 s to 7.2 s was insignificant

(tð6Þ ¼ �1:71; p ¼ 0:138). These results indicate that after

many months without exposure to TAPS, the seven participants

were able to retain their learning of the 49 tactile codes as indi-

cated by the slight albeit significant drop inPC scores and simi-

lar response times.

From the “Time” column in Table V, it can be seen that the

seven participants spent 37.4 minutes on average reviewing

the 49 codes before taking the retention tests. The distribution

of the review time per training zone is shown in Figure 12.

It can be observed that each participant needed less than

6 minutes on average to review the phonemes in each of the

first seven zones. A longer time of 12 minutes was needed to

review the 10 additional chunk codes from zone Z8, suggest-

ing that the two-phoneme codes may have been less memora-

ble than the single-phoneme codes.

Fig. 11. Performance decrease in the retention test calculated as the PC
score at L49 during the main experiment subtracted by the PC score from the
retention test for each participant.

TABLE V
RECOGNITION RESULTS AND STANDARD ERRORS FOR ALL 49 CODES FROM

THE MAIN EXPERIMENT AND RETENTION TESTS

*Total time spent in the Training School for learning**Total time spent in the Training School for reviewing

Fig. 12. Average review time per training zone prior to retention tests. Error
bars denote þ1 standard errors.
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IV. DISCUSSION

Our results validated the effectiveness of the new set of tac-

tile codes that were designed based on the statistical properties

of spoken English. The set included tactile codes for the 39

individual phonemes of English, revised to associate the short-

est duration to the 13 most common phonemes, as well as 10

new tactile codes representing the 10 most frequently co-

occurring two-phoneme pairs. The participants demonstrated

the ability to identify the full set of 49 codes with above 80%

accuracy following 6.2 hours of training. These results are

promising for increasing communication rates through TAPS,

our phonemic-based tactile display.

The results from the main experiment of the present study

can be compared to those from our previous work on a similar

set of 39 tactile codes encoding the 39 English phonemes by

Reed et al. [11], as tabulated in Table VI. The PC scores in

the two studies are not significantly different from each other

(tð9Þ ¼ �0:29; p ¼ 0:776), suggesting that the modifications

to the tactile codes and the addition of 10 two-phoneme codes

did not impact the learning performance. However, the

response time for the 10 participants in the present study with

49 codes was significantly longer than those reported by Reed

et al. [11] (tð9Þ ¼ 5:97; p < 0:001). This suggests that the

augmented set of 49 tactile codes required an additional 2.3 s

on average to process when the participants performed code

identification. Furthermore, the response time results from

both studies show an increasing trend as the number of codes

in the stimulus set increases. While the results from the pres-

ent study show an increase of 1.2 s in processing time when-

ever the number of codes in the test is doubled, the results

from Reed et al. [11] show an increase of only 0.07 s per dou-

bling of the number of codes. It thus appears that the modifica-

tions to the original 39 phonemic codes designed by Reed

et al. [11] and the addition of 10 new tactile signals led to lon-

ger processing time. These comparisons reflect the challenge

associated with learning a larger and more complex set of tac-

tile codes. Differences in the grouping of codes in the learning

curriculum and user interface for learning and testing may

have also played a role and requires further investigation.

Overall, the 6.2 hours spent by the participants in the present

study demonstrate that the new set of codes can still be learned

within a reasonable amount of time.

Results from the retention tests show that the participants

were able to maintain code recognition accuracy at levels

comparable to those achieved at the end of the main experi-

ment after a period of 3 to 10 months of non-exposure to

TAPS. It took the participants a little over half an hour on

average to review the set of 49 tactile codes before taking the

retention test. This attests that the set of new codes is highly

memorable.

To quantify the potential increase in speech transmission

rate with the new codes developed in the present study, we

calculated the total time it would take to transmit the sentence

“The time it takes for you to learn and practice is in the order

of hours” (constructed based on the words found in https://

www.talkenglish.com/vocabulary/top-2000-vocabulary.aspx,

accessed on Dec. 18, 2019). This 16-word phrase contains

some of the most frequently occurring words in spoken

English. Without loss of generality, the total duration of the

phrase was computed as the sum of the duration of all pho-

nemes in the sentence with no inter-phoneme intervals

inserted between adjacent phonemes or words. The sentence

duration calculated with the 49 tactile codes developed in the

present study was 9.5 s (101 wpm) where the 10 most fre-

quently co-occurring phoneme pairs were coded with the 10

two-phoneme chunks. Using only the 39 single-phoneme

codes from the present study or those from Reed et al. [11],

the sentence duration was 11.4 s (84 wpm) and 15 s (64 wpm),

respectively. Thus the speech transmission rate with the 49

codes in the present study represents a 58% increase over that

with the original 39 codes developed by Reed et al. in [11].

Our previous work by Reed et al. [11] and the present study

provide ample proof that it is feasible to transmit all 39

English phonemes, paving the way for transmitting any

English word using our phonemic-based tactile display TAPS.

In comparison, many previous studies have used a partial set

of the English alphabet or phonemes and thus were unable to

address the question of whether the acquisition of all alphabets

or phonemes is achievable. For example, Zhao et al. encoded

9 phonemes with 6 tactors and reported a phoneme recognition

rate of 88%[20]. Turcott et al. encoded 10 codes and demon-

strated that the phonemic approach outperformed other acous-

tic encodings in word identification tests [21]. Other studies

do not test identification of tokens in isolation but report the

identification of tokens in words instead. For example, Dun-

kelberger et al. encoded 23 phonemes using a combination of

four tactors, one radial squeeze band, and one lateral skin

stretch rocker on the arm. They trained their participants on

150 words and reported a word recognition rate of 87% with

50 test words [22]. Finally, Luzhnica et al.’s “skin reading”

tactile glove encoded the 26 letters of the alphabet using 6 tac-

tors. They reported a letter recognition rate of > 90% with 48

words after 300 min of training [23]. In comparison, our recent

results reported in Tan et al. [13] provide evidence of the

acquisition of up to 500 English words using TAPS, with the

best participants achieving a learning rate of one English word

per minute.

The compilation of our previous studies and this work moti-

vates the continued use of TAPS as a promising device to

encode the English language for the use of any person, regard-

less of their sensory capabilities. Thus far, our research has

focused on ascertaining that our phonemic-based encoding

approach works well with normal-hearing individuals who

TABLE VI
COMPARISON BETWEEN THE PRESENT STUDY AND

AN EARLIER STUDY OF OURS ON TAPS
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have a good grasp of the English language, and to establish the

maximum rate at which speech communication can be

achieved via TAPS. Future work will involve participants

from the hearing-impaired and deaf-blind communities as

potential users of TAPS. For many of them, English may not

be their first language, and they may instead be most proficient

with a signed-language communication system such as the

American Sign Language. Other methods of tactile communi-

cation are under development for people who are deaf-and-

blind, including new approaches to Braille [24], alphabetic

codes [23], tactile icons [25], [26], navigational cues [27] and

supplementary exploration devices [28]. However, the goal of

the current research is communication of English. Hence,

before introducing such potential users to the TAPS system,

we first need to ensure that we have established baseline per-

formance levels with normal-hearing individuals with profi-

cient levels of English including both native and non-native

English speakers. We do not want to confound linguistic abil-

ity with the capabilities of the TAPS device in evaluating its

performance. We are now ready to tackle the problem of

devising a coding scheme for a phonemic-based haptic system

and developing an effective training protocol with the TAPS

system, with the goal for addressing the communication needs

of people with sensory impairments.

In conclusion, the present study improved upon our previ-

ous phonemic-based coding scheme that encodes all 39

English phonemes by reducing phoneme transmission time

using the statistics of spoken English. Our results show that

the new set of 49 codes is highly distinct and memorable and

can be learned in a reasonable amount of time. Our work

promises to increase speech transmission rates significantly

using the TAPS system. Future work will assess the ability to

receive English words, phrases and sentences using the 49 tac-

tile codes developed in the present study.
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